
VENDOR RISK 
MANAGEMENT 
CAPABILITY

The challenge
•  Organizations now rely on a complex and diverse ecosystem of vendors to remain operational.

•  Effective Vendor Risk Management involves liaising with and collecting multiple data points 
from an extensive supplier network. 

•  Companies often lack the necessary tools and expertise required to manage complex Vendor 
Risk Management processes effectively.

•  Many organizations struggle to identify and tier all technology and service providers, according 
to their relative impact on business operations.

•  Devising appropriate questions to efficiently reveal potential vulnerabilities within a third 
party’s cybersecurity controls is also a problem for many organizations. 

•  Designing intuitive workflows that enable employees to efficiently execute Vendor Risk 
Management tasks, requires specialist knowledge and tooling.

•  Many organizations experience data siloes within their Vendor Risk Management program 
because they are unable to gather, store, secure and centralize their data.

Effectively manage third-party 
risks with the ideal combination 
of software and expertise. 
Your organization’s third-party supplier relationships are a significant source 
of risk. Managing these risks is becoming increasingly challenging, and many 
organizations are turning to Third-Party Risk Management (TPRM) software to help 
manage these complex processes. However,  software alone is not sufficent solve 
your organization’s unique challenges.

SureCloud’s unique Capability-based approach provides the perfect combination 
of software and expertise that organizations require to optimize their Vendor Risk 
Management practices. We deploy industry-leading Consultants with deep 
domain expertise to complement our Gartner-recognized software and its fully 
integrated content.



The Solution
Transform your Vendor Risk Management practice with SureCloud’s Capability-centric 
approach. We provide the tools and expertise you need to effectively manage your third 
party risks, and provide highly experienced Consultants who will guide you throughout 
your transformation.

The SureCloud Vendor Risk Management Capability

-  SureCloud provides the software and expertise you need to manage vendor risk, all delivered 
in an inclusive subscription package.

-  Our Consultants work with your internal stakeholders to understand your organization’s 
vendor landscape and your risk management priorities.

-  We will tier your vendors and third-party suppliers, to provide a fully prioritized list.

-  Our team will then develop a comprehensive vendor risk management program, tailored to 
your individual requirements, which includes:

      ■     Additional fields which cater for specific internal processes and requirements.

      ■     Specially designed and tested integrations with your key systems and applications.

      ■     Reporting functionality required by your senior stakeholders.

      ■     Additional security features such as permission controls.

   •  Regular and ongoing best practice reviews and updates from our Consultants.

   •  Comprehensive vendor risk management process training for your teamFlexible 
subscription packages which reduce your up-front costs and fit your changing requirements.
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Why choose SureCloud? 

Achieve a 
clear view of 
vendor risk 

Implement 
industry standard 

processes 

Leverage 
SureCloud’s domain 

knowledge 

De-silo and secure 
your sensitive 

vendor risk data  

Increase 
efficiency

Connected, 
contextualized 

GRC insights 

Innovative, 
all-inclusive pricing

SureCloud provides a best-of-breed suite of Gartner-recognized Governance, Risk, and 
Compliance solutions. We provide fully integrated, in-house Professional Services and 
Consultancy sold as part of an all-inclusive subscription model, which includes everything 
from licensing, content, consultancy, implementation and professional services, in one flat fee. 
SureCloud’s Vendor Risk Management Capability will efficiently deliver the GCR outcomes that 
your organization has been striving for.

We had brilliant testers and a great manager. We felt like our full requirements were listened to and actioned on. 
SureCloud did a very thorough piece of testing. Coming from a testing background, I can credit that the test was a very strong piece of work.

Jake Bernardes, Head of Information Security at SingleStore 
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